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Why now? 
How has 
this issue 
changed 
since 
Covid?

These are certainly challenging times. 
What is happening across the country 
is that some people are finding 
themselves using alcohol more than 
they realize  (and sometimes other 
drugs), sometimes to help them cope. 

As the lockdown began, alcohol sales 
rose by 22%. 
It jumped to a 51% increase in June 
compared to the same period last 
year.
(Belfast Telegraph 15th June 2020)



Over 200 
medial 
conditions  are 
related to 
alcohol alone.
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What are 
some of the 
challenges 
talking to 

people about 
their 

drinking or 
drug taking?



Three 
important 
concepts 

Ambivalence 
A state of mind in which a person has   
coexisting but conflicting feelings about 
something. Wanting to change but not 
wanting to change.
Source:  Miller & Rollnick 1991
Reactance
Efforts to force someone to resolve their 
ambivalence can strengthen a person’s 
resolve to not adopt a positive behavior or 
strengthen a person’s resolve to maintain a 
negative behavior that you are trying to 
eliminate.

Lack of knowledge and insight

Missed Opportunities Nov.2016 
suggested more attention should be 
made of the physical effects of 
alcohol. How do  we give information 
so its heard? 



Good 
intentions 
go wrong

Often people don’t heed advice

They don’t follow suggestions

They seem  upset when we try to help them 
look at things in a better way

People continue to miss appointments, 
medications, continue to  drink etc.

Why? What style is more effective when 
people are ambivalent?



Termination

Maintenance
Action

Preparation
Contemplation

Precontemplation
Stages of  Change
Prochaska et al, 1991



The way in which you 
talk with people about 
their health can 
substantially influence 
their personal 
motivation for 
behaviour change

Not a 
counselling 
session but 

skillful 
advice 
giving



What is brief 
intervention 

Brief Intervention is an 
umbrella term that covers 
varying degrees of 
interventions. The common 
thread between them is the 
brevity of the intervention, the 
focus on education and 
motivation (as opposed to 
actual treatment) 

Three types of brief intervention
• Very Brief Advice 
• Brief Advice 
• Extended Brief Intervention 



Very Brief Advice

• It is a simple piece of advice that is designed to be 
used opportunistically in less than a minute

• The very act of delivering VBA will prompt many 
people  to think about their drinking whether they 
were thinking about it before they saw you.

• There is also some basic psychology involved: ask 
someone if they want to stop and they will 
automatically start generating reasons why they 
shouldn’t or can’t.

• Give them choice- we may get a different response
• Elements of very Brief Advice Ask, Advise , Act



Ask
Advise
Act

• Ask: There is almost always an opportunity to ask 
about drinking (or drug taking) during a consultation 
whether related to the presenting problem or history  
but first and foremost, ask is OK if you talk about it. 
Ask permission: 

• “Can I ask you about ……..?” “Would you ……….?” 
Respond to what is said with reflective listening.

• Advise: What comes next is a simple statement 
helping them to link symptoms or other difficulties 
and their behavior. 

• “I know it can be very difficult, most people really 
don’t  know alcohol can be related to 200 medical 
conditions.” “What are your thoughts about that?”

• Act:  With permission offer written information.  
Reinforce it is up to them what they do with the 
information and that you hope they find it helpful. 

• “We have a really useful leaflet people find helpful. It 
helps you look at ……….. and puts options forward 
for you.  Is that OK if I get one for you?”

• Act may involve signposting: “There is a service 
locally that can help with that. Would you like some 
information about it? “



Ask - always ask permission 
to talk about the behavior or to 
give information 

Respect- their right to choose

Inquire – be curious: work to 
understand through open 
questions

Support- Pull along side. 
Make sure they know support 
is available.

Empathy- communicate your 
understanding of their 
situation through active 
listening 

How to 
deliver B.I. 
A.R.I.S.E. 



The 
acronym 
FRAMES 
captures the 
elements of 
a brief 
intervention

Feedback: about 
personal risk or 

impairment. 

Responsibility: 
emphasis on 

personal choice

Advice: to cut down 
or abstain 

Menu: alternative 
options  the person 

setting their own goals 
or using one of the 
services available

Empathic- listening 
reflectively without 

confronting; exploring 
the person’s reasons 
for change as they 
see their situation. 

Self-efficacy: a guiding 
style (as apposed to 

directing) which 
enhances peoples’ 

belief in their ability to 
change.



Screening and 
brief advice is 
the first step
• Alcohol MOT 
• CUDIT 



Closing the 
consultation

Having raised the issue of alcohol 
or drugs, the person may want to 
go into the issue there and then. 
You probably won’t have time to go 
into detail with them at this time 
Explain that dealing with this 
deserves a dedicated consultation 
ideally with the practice nurse, 
Multi- Disciplinary Team or  one of 
the services we will talk about 



What if the 
person 
needs 
more?

Act: refer on – what type 
of service would be best?

Takes  longer: if time 
permits 

Motivationally enhanced 
intervention 



How 
services 
work all 

Trust 
areas 

• Low threshold - for adults 
not ready or able to make a 
change (harm reduction work) 
• Tier two Adult /Tier 2 young 
people Early Intervention 
(Consider the potential of you 
MDT teams to deliver this ) 
• Community Addiction Team 
Tier 3 – medically led. Aimed 
more at seriously dependent 
clients 
• Residential  treatment (tier 4 
organized through CAT)
• Tier 2 offer family support 



Compulsion
Inability to control 
consumption

Narrowing Repertoire
Less able to choose when to drink heavily vs. abstain 
or be moderate. Domination of drink 
seeking behaviour

Increased Tolerance
Ability of body to withstand 
more

Salience of Drinking 
Behaviour
It becomes all important over other things. 
Obsession.

Repeated Withdrawal
Symptoms
Shakes/Sweats - Hal - Fits, 
DTs

Relief Drinking
Avoidance of withdrawal

Reinstatement
Tendency for harmful pattern to recur after 
abstinence

Tier 3 is for more 
complexities as it has medical 

backup 

Level of dependence 
Repeated withdrawal

How do you gauge where to 
refer? 



The low rungs 
of a stepped 
care approach 

Website and 
self help 



When someone is 
ambivalent 

There is something in 
human nature that 
resists being coerced 
and told what to do. 
Ironically, it is 
acknowledging their 
freedom to choose and 
not change that 
sometimes makes 
change possible



I couldn’t finish this without 
mentioning Motivational 
Interviewing (MI) 

• An evidence-based 
intervention 

• It is the client’s / patients need 
to change: your job is to 
explore 

• If you are interested in learning 
more about MI,  the BMJ has a 
useful online learning site

BMJ E- learning in Motivational 
interviewing https://new-
learning.bmj.com/course/100515
82

https://new-learning.bmj.com/course/10051582


An "Easy" Language Primer for the spirit of MI 

• Collaboration (Partnership): 
“We are going to work 
together”

• Autonomy :  “You will 
choose what it is right for 
you. “

• Evocation: “I am going to 
create a space for you to 
share your story with me”

• Compassion: and  
Acceptance “I want to 
understand and respect you.



Three styles 
of working…

Guide
Shepherd
Encourage
Motivate

Follow
Permit
Let be
Allow

If you get out in front of  your client, step 
back. Miller & Rollnick, 2013

Direct
Manage 
Prescribe
Lead



A thought 
on time 

It’s not how 
much time 
we have 
that matters
It’s what we 
do in the 
time we 
have that 
matters



What other resources 
do you have at your 

disposal to use? 



Using information more effectively 
Explore - Offer - Explore

The principals of Explore, Offer, Explore (E.O.E.)
involves

• first evoking first the person's existing 
knowledge,  they want it and are able for it

• give new information with permission
• explore their thoughts about the information.

This helps practitioners honours their client’s 
expertise, and is a respectful way to ask 
permission to share material or advice. (Miller & 
Rollnick, 2013).



You Tube Clips 
The Worry booklet and You Tube clip 
was developed to discuss practical 
suggestions to improve wellbeing. 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d

IYhhhqf9Gc

Alcohol Drugs and Change 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r9M-
DRBrCHE

Coming back from a relapse 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukOVlm7
bHVk

Supporting family members 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1NEz
xapAxY&t=306s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIYhhhqf9Gc
https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dr9M-DRBrCHE&data=02%7C01%7C%7C1f95570af8fc4f206b6308d822668a06%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637297171081495020&sdata=X3u%2FiYS002wK53p6waiWlLmUSqZ1QhBEG1QmP8Gi2Ok%3D&reserved=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukOVlm7bHVk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1NEzxapAxY&t=306s


The questions 
asked in the 
You Tube clip: 
Alcohol Drugs 
and Change

Being unsure about change is normal  and  
what you decide to do is entirely up to you. 

• What des the alcohol or drugs to do for 
you?, What do you like about it?
• Does it really give you what you want?
• When you use alcohol or other drugs what 
happens? Do you lose      control? Do things 
you regret? Feel rough? Not remember?
• What problems does it cause? 
• How does it affect people closest to you ?
• How does you're drinking or drug taking fit in 
with my values, goals

• On a scale of 1 – 10  how important is it  to 
make a change to you drinking or drug use?
• On the same scale how confident are you  
could make that change 
• Do you want to cut down or stop?
• So. what are you going to do now?      



Brief Advice Tools 
There is good 
evidence that using  
written material can 
be as effective as 
more extended BI

• Setting specific 
• Helps the service user connect their present 

their current situation with their drinking.
• Contains specific behaviour change 

techniques 
• Presents options 



Fact sheets to 
use in 
conversations  

• Missed Opportunities Nov.2016 suggests more 
attention should be made of the physical effects of 
alcohol.
• The Alcohol and You Team developed a series of 
downloadable fact sheets on their website that can be 
used across all settings when  working with people 
across a range of conditions.





We are 
keen to 
take 
questions 
on what 
we talked 
about or 
other 
questions 
you raised 

How to engage patients who are dependent on 
prescription medications - often they do not 
recognise this as addiction

Use of medication - Naltrexone in long term 
treatment of  alcohol dependence - campral?

What treatment can GPs initiate for patients waiting 
on addiction clinic appointments eg should we be 
starting Antabuse.

Support for patients in Garvagh and 
Rasharkin Health Centres – or anywhere 

Detoxing in primary care 

How to safely provide a harm reduction approach at 
primary care level for those who do not threshold at 
CAT level



Thanks for having us today  

Ed Sipler 

Ed.sipler@setrust.hscni.net

We focused mainly on 
alcohol and cannabis 
the most misused 
drugs.

All the links are on the 
handout on the site

What other needs do 
you have?
- Detox 
- Prescription 

medication 
- Substitute  

prescribing 

mailto:Ed.sipler@setrust.hscni.net

